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Editorial
For analyzing environmental samples, a highly sensitive, selective

and fast technique is desirable. This is due to the fact that [1]. Analytes
of interest in the environment are often rare, down to the ppb
concentration; [2]. The compositions of environmental samples are
often rather complex; [3]. There is an increasing need for real-time
analysis, such as detecting explosives in airports or monitoring
pollutant in waste water. An incisive technique that meets all these
challenges is UV Resonance Raman spectroscopy (UVRR).

Introduction to UVRR
The Raman Effect is an inelastic scattering process where the

excitation electromagnetic field and the molecule exchange a quantum
of energy. The difference in energy between the incident light and
scattering light corresponds to the Raman active molecular vibrational
energy (Figure 1).

Figure 1: Comparison of normal, pre- resonance and resonance
Raman scattering.

The Raman intensities increase approximately with the fourth
power of the excitation frequency, ω1. Resonance Raman scattering
occurs when ω1 equals the electronic transition energy, and the Raman
intensities can increase by 106-108-fold, compared to normal Raman
scattering. This results in a ultra-high resonance Raman selectivity and
sensitivity that makes it a very powerful technique for studying
macromolecules; instead of all the sample vibrations contributing with
comparable intensities, only a small subset of resonance Raman

enhanced vibrations localized around the chromophoric group
dominate the spectra. By judiciously tuning the excitation wavelength,
we can selectively enhance particular vibrations in particular regions
of the macromolecule.

Figure 2 demonstrates the UVRR selectivity for studying the protein
myoglobin (Mb). The visible wavelength absorption bands of Mb result
from the in-plane π→π*electronic transitions of its heme group. UVRR
excitation of Mb at 415 nm in the strong heme Soret absorption band,
results in an intense UVRR spectrum which contains only the in-plane
heme ring vibrations. In contrast, excitation at 229 nm within the
absorption bands of the tyr and trp aromatic side chains shows UVRR
spectra completely dominated by tyr and trp aromatic ring side chain
vibrations. Deeper UV excitation at 206.5 nm, within the
π→π*transitions of the amide peptide bonds, shows UVRR spectra
dominated by the peptide bond amide vibrations. In addition, deep
UVRR show increased signal-to-noise ratios due to the lack of
significant fluorescence contribution at λ<260 nm. (Asher and Johnson
1984)

Figure 2: Selectivity of resonance Raman spectral measurements of
myoglobin showing the protein absorption spectrum and the
different resonance Raman spectra obtained with different
excitation wavelengths. Reproduced from ref. (Oladepo, Xiong et al.
2011)
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UVRR Instrumentation
Figure 3 shows a schematic of a UVRR instrument in brief, a UV

laser is utilized to excite within electronic transitions of compound(s)
of interest to enhance the vibrations localized around the
chromophoric groups. The Raman scattering light is collected and then
dispersed by a monochromator onto a CCD camera. The liquid sample
is circulated in a free surface, temperature-controlled stream to
minimize background. Gas or solid samples can be easily measured too
little or no sample preparation is required.

Figure 3: A schematic of a UVRR instrument

UVRR for Environmental Analysis
Due to its high sensitivity and selectivity, and no requirement for

sample preparation, UVRR has been utilized to perform real-time
analysis of inorganic compounds (Lanoul, Coleman et al. 2002) and
aromatic hydrocarbons including explosives (Johnson and Asher 1984,
Tuschel, Mikhonin et al.2010) at ppb concentrations. Figure 4 shows
that UVRR allows easy differentiation between structurally similar
species down to the 20 ppb level (Johnson and Asher 1984). With rapid
advancement of laser technology and Raman spectrometer design, it
can be foreseen that in the near future, a portable UVRR device for
standoff analysis of environmental samples will become available [1-6].

Conclusion
With its high sensitivity and selectivity and no requirement for

sample preparation, UVRR meets all challenges imposed by modern
society for fast and accurate analysis of environmental samples. It is
not hard to say that UVRR will play an increasingly significant role in
environmental analysis.

Figure 4: UVRR spectra of naphthalene (λex=220nm), anthracene
(λex=251nm), phenathrene (λex=251nm) and pyrene (λex=240nm).
Reproduced from ref. (Asher 1984).
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